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Description

Prints out a daily proverb corresponding to the current day of the month. For example, on the 27th of August, Proverbs 27 would be returned.

Usage

proverb(translation = "web")

Arguments

translation A character string that is available from list returned by translations()

Value

nothing

Note

Several open source translations are available. By default, the World English Bible version is returned. To see which translations are available, use the translations() function.

Examples

## Not run:
# Return the default translation, which is "web", or World English Bible
proverb()

# Return the King James version verse of the day
proverb(translation="kjv")

## End(Not run)
See Also

Useful links:

- https://github.com/bradlindblad/proverbs
- https://bradlindblad.github.io/proverbs/
- Report bugs at https://github.com/bradlindblad/proverbs/issues

---

translations  translations

---

Description

Lists available Bible Versions for proverb()

Usage

translations()

Value

nothing

Examples

## Not run:
translations()

## End(Not run)
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